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Overview

For the past ten years, I have worked in the combined role 
of principal UX designer and product manager, which 
sometimes included visual UI design as well. My role has 
been to gather and set product requirements and goals 
across all teams in the company and then create a series 
of UX wireframes or static HTML and CSS prototypes for 
both individual features and new product concepts. Once 
a design was approved, I then helped lead the 
development process on the engineering team through to 
release on production as well as subsequent updates and 
improvements over time. 


Once a feature or product was live, I managed an ongoing 
series of A/B testing to identify areas of incremental 
improvement as well as maximizing monetization and user 
engagement.


My toolset in creating wireframes were Sketch, Photoshop 
and, as mentioned above, static HTML and CSS 
prototypes on occasion.


The following sections represent a selection of projects I 
have worked on over the past 10 years.  

Product Management and UX Design



Mobile Design



01 Mobile Design: Topix

Topix created content such as slideshows, quizzes and 
long-form articles for both desktop and mobile platforms, 
although mobile became the dominant platform around 
2017.


How a quiz looked to a user depended on where that user 
came from. Whether they came from Facebook, Snap, 
Taboola, Outbrain, Yahoo, Google and others, each platform 
had rules dictating how content was to be presented to their 
users. Page length, image size, amount of text, ad 
placement, video and more all depended on a platform’s 
rules. For example, Facebook required a ‘waterfall’ 
presentation of content, scrolling down the page for multiple 
questions or slides, whereas Taboola preferred individual 
questions or slides appearing per page to navigate through. 


My job was to design layouts that focused on maximizing 
user engagement and monetization depending on the set of 
rules required by the traffic source as well as manage a 
series of A/B testing with all layouts to incrementally 
improve on these layouts to maximize monetization and 
user engagement. 

Topix Mobile Products



02 Mobile Design: Topix Home Pages

Each vertical (over 10) had its own home 
page that was a round up of most 
popular and recent items.

Verticals were for entertainment, sports, 
travel, history, health, offbeat, parenting 
and more.

Topix had several home pages. The 
corporate home page was a round up of 
all verticals with most recent items and 
explanations about what Topix was.



03 Mobile Design: Topix Personality Quizzes

Personality quizzes are very popular on 
social media sites and Topix debuted this 
quiz type in 2019. The user was 
presented with four answers to select for 
a question, after which the image would 
span most of the height and width of the 
viewport (next slide).

… and the answer selected would 
expand to near the full width and height 
of the viewport. 

Snap required layouts to be clean, with 
images bleeding to a viewport’s edge and 
minimal ads, making it difficult to 
monetize. But it was a more pleasant user 
experience and user engagement was 
very high. 



04 Mobile Design: More Topix Quizzes

The trivia quiz format was the most 
commonly created quiz by Topix.

Photos quizzes had high user 
engagement, meaning that session time 
and completion rate were high, meaning 
higher monetization, even with a high 
number of ads.

For a period of time, Topix published 
‘waterfall’ slideshows, where the cover 
page was at the top followed by slides 
to scroll down to. 



05 Mobile Design: Topix Slideshows

Topix added long-form article content and 
celebrity interviews was one format that 
worked well in this format.

The most commonly used slideshow layout was 
the ‘stand-alone’ version, where a cover page 
began the slideshow and then individual pages 
for each slide.

Another example of a ‘waterfall’ slideshow.



06 Mobile Design: Appearix

Appearix was a side project I worked on for an app concept 
to make it easier to find events in your area as well as to 
make it quick and easy to amplify the events users were 
organizing themselves with the app.


Appearix Mobile App



07 Mobile Design: Appearix
UX sketches from the initial concept discussions.



08 Mobile Design: Appearix

A business calendar page followed by cards 
of individual events. Click on a date on the 
calendar to change up the list of event 
cards.

An early version of the Appearix UX and UI. 
Event and user recommendation results list. 

Quickly see what events your friends are 
planning on attending.

Wireframes for various features of the Appearix app.



Desktop Design



01 Desktop Design: Topix

I’ve already described in the mobile section above 
Topix’s approach to quizzes and slideshows, which was 
mostly the same for desktop as well.


Starting around early 2018, most Topix traffic was 
directed to mobile as traffic in desktop dropped due to 
ad-blocker concerns and other issues. But we 
continued developing for desktop nevertheless.


If users came to Topix from a traffic source, they would 
get a three column layout with a larger number of ads. 
For organic users who typed in the domain, they 
received a two column layout with far fewer ads and 
larger images.


All together, there were roughly 10 different layouts for 
quizzes and slideshows that had to be maintained and 
A/B tested to constantly improve on their performance. 


Quizzes, Slideshows, Home Pages



02 Desktop Design: Topix Homepages

Each vertical (over 10) had its own home page that was a round up of 
most popular and recent items.

Topix had a number of home pages. The corporate home page was a 
round up of the various verticals that the company created with most 
recent items and explanations about what Topix was.

\



03 Desktop Design: Topix Quizzes

Trivia was the first quiz format created by Topix and the most 
commonly made quiz by the editorial team since then.  

This is a simple photo quiz where the user is asked to select the 
correct photo from the question. Completion rate on photo quizzes 
were always high due to the simplicity and speed at which they could 
be taken. 

\



04 Desktop Design: Topix Slideshows

An experimental layout Topix tested out with just two columns and a 
different content structure, in this case the image on the left with text on 
they right. 

Long-form article content originally started out as essentially long-
form slideshows but over time turned into full-fledged articles and 
interviews. 

\



05 Desktop Design: Topix Slideshows

Every slideshow and quiz required a ‘cover page’ area. In stand-alone 
slideshows and quizzes, the cover page was a separate page where as in 
‘waterfall’ (multiple questions/slides per page) layouts, the cover page 
was at the top of the first page before scrolling down for content.

This is an example of a slideshow (‘stand-alone’) that is one slide per 
page, navigating to the next page via the blue arrow at the top. For 
each page reload, we stored 3 to 4 slides so that navigation would 
happen quickly until the next full reload.

\



06 Desktop Design: Blekko Search

Blekko was a search engine founded in 2008 
that categorized search results instead of 
providing results by rank. Each slashtag was a 
category (e.g. health, movies, travel) containing 
high quality domains.


To learn more about the concept of slashtags 
and Blekko itself, check out this video: 


https://vimeo.com/14593120 (what are slashtags)


Blekko used this technology to create a variety 
of search experiences for desktop, tablet and 
smartphone. 


From 2009 to 2015 (when it was acquired by 
IBM Watson) I was Director of Product 
Management and UX/UI design, designing and 
managing development of all Blekko front-end 
products. 

Blekko: Slashtag Search

https://vimeo.com/14593120
https://vimeo.com/14593120


07 Desktop Design: Blekko Search

This is a screenshot of the ‘/local’ slashtag with its list of domains broken 
down by zip code that the user could edit and maintain.

This is a screenshot of a search results page for a local query based 
on the domains listed in the ‘/local’ slashtag.  



08 Desktop Design: Blekko Search

Using it’s search technology, Blekko set up a number of partner product 
search sites for tech, news and more. Shopzi was a shopping portal 
using a mix of search results from Blekko and shopping.com. 

Izik was a mobile search app developed for tablets and smartphones, 
making it easy to browse through search results broken down by 
category. To see it in action, take a look at this video: 

https://vimeo.com/56728379

https://vimeo.com/56728379
https://vimeo.com/56728379
https://vimeo.com/56728379
https://vimeo.com/56728379


09 Desktop Design: ShredFeed

ShredFeed was a separate product concept 
developed together with members of the Blekko 
team. The goal was to create a product making 
it easier to gather and organize content found 
around the web. 


It was not meant to be just a bookmarking site, 
but a site where everything from URLs, files, 
video, audio and more could be easily 
organized, indexed and made available to 
friends.

ShredFeed: Web Content 
Management



10 Desktop Design: ShredFeed

After adding a social media personality, the user would be shown 
categories they post about. 

In their feed, users would be able to add favorite social media 
personalities and select their posts based on categories instead of 
getting everything in one blast. 



Administrative Tools



01 Admin Tools: CMS Redesign

My first project at Topix was the redesign of the 
original slideshow CMS tool. The original tool was 
designed and implemented by members of the 
engineering team prior to my arrival at the 
company. The design was confusing and 
inflexible for adding new features and slideshow 
types over time.


If in the front-end slideshow you wanted to show 
an image with caption followed by a caption with 
text overlaying the image, the old CMS tool 
required duplicate caption and image fields to 
create that effect. There needed to be a way to 
present multiple slides in one section to make it 
easier to manage content  


A product that was stable and easy to use was 
the primary goal for this project and would later 
serve as a template for the quiz and article/long-
form content CMS tools that would be designed 
and developed after this project.

Redesign of Topix CMS Tools
Original Topix Slideshow CMS Tool Designed By Engineering 



01 Admin Tools: CMS Redesign

For units with a caption and image, it was 1 
slide in the front-end slideshow; 2 slides for a 
caption, image and sub-caption; and 3 slides 
for a caption, sub-caption and 2 images. This 
allowed Topix to test levels of user engagement 
and monetization.

The CMS also contained a commenting box 
within the tool for authors of the Topix editorial 
team QAing and proofreading slideshows. And 
they could also edit and crop images directly 
inside the CMS.

The top section is related to slideshow titles, 
cover images, advertising info and other global 
content within the item. Below the thick gray bar 
are individual units, which in the front-end 
product, could be between 1 to 3 slides per unit.

The following screens are from my wireframe proposal for the new CMS tool concept in 2016.



01 Admin Tools: CMS Redesign

I designed a third CMS for long-form/article 
content. The tool supports mobile preview, social 
media embeds, advertising previews, drag-n-
drop placement and more. Above the fold is the 
global area for page titles, cover images, ad info 
and more. 

The quiz CMS is now the most used tool. It 
supports trivia, photo, personality and a partially 
covered image quiz to guess at. The number of 
images and sub-captions determine the number 
of slides per question, allowing Topix to test 
levels of user engagement and monetization.

Additions to the slideshow CMS include unit 
navigation (green circles to click on and drag-n-
drop), an image search tool for the Topix library 
as well as API connections to popular online 
image libraries (Getty, Shutterstock … etc), 
more advanced image editing tools and more. 

After nearly 4 years of updates and improvements, the following screenshots are of the CMS tools today.



02 More Topix Tools

The ad partner tool expedited the campaign creation process, making it 
quick and easy to create a package of ads with an item’s (slideshow or 
quiz) list of titles, cover images and URLs.  

The image search tool contained pictures already acquired by Topix as 
well as image results served up from Getty, Shutterstock and more. It 
was both a stand-alone tool as well as plugged into all CMS tools.



02 More Topix Tools Image Editing, Campaign Creation, Newsletter Scheduler



Additional Designs



01 Extra
Part of the job of a product manager is to dream up new ideas that aren’t necessarily part of the product plan. 
Below are a set of mocks of products that were considered and discussed for possible development. 

Deluxe mobile slideshow experience. Was not developed due to limitations in the ability to 
monetize it and would instead have served as only a ‘brand’ product.

Topix vertical idea for “data porn” similar to what’s 
seen on the New York Times site.

Ad blocker popup that did not test well.

Ended up blocking ad-blocker users.

Recent UX design concept for a Zoom 
transcript tagging app.



01 Extra

Email newsletter redesign concept for Topix verticals. 
Company was acquired before moving forward.

A landing page design for an earlier company called MerchantCircle. A whole 
series of these were designed and developed. 

Branding material I designed for Blekko’s mobile search app Izik. 



Let’s 
chat… Email: 

danielswartz@sweon.com

LinkedIn:  
https://linkedin.com/in/swartzdaniel

mailto:danielswartz@sweon.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/swartzdaniel
https://www.linkedin.com/in/swartzdaniel
mailto:danielswartz@sweon.com
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